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The problem of existence of the periodic solution of the equation governing a 
nonrotating viscoelastic earth model under transient force is examined. By first 
formulating the governing equations, using the methods of Coleman and Noll (Rec. 
Modern Physics 33 (2) (1961), 239-249). Dahlen and Smith (Philos. Trans. Roy. 
Sot. London A 279 (1975), 583-624), and Biot (“Mechanics of Incremental Defor- 
mations,” Wiley, New York, 1965), these equations are subjected to oscillatory 
displacement resulting in an eigenvalue problem whose solutions are the 
viscoelastic-gravitational displacement eigenfunctions U(x) with associated eigenfre- 
quencies w. A theorem is then proved to show the existence of a periodic solution. 
The equation being considered originates from a geophysical problem in 
continuum mechanics. Starting with the early works of Boltzman [5 ] and 
Volterra [4] based on hereditary integrals, Coleman and No11 [ 1, 91 
proceeded to examine the fundamental hypothesis of linear viscoelasticity by 
deriving suitable relations for simple materials. Using the methods of Biot 
[3 ] and Dahlen and Smith [2], we first derive the constitutive relations via 
the infinitessimal theory of anisotropic viscoelasticity. These relations even- 
tually lead to the determination of the required governing equations using the 
dynamic equation governing the displacement of any nonpolar continuum. 
These governing equations are first subjected to oscillatory displacement 
thereby resulting in the sohrtion of an eigenvalue problem. A transient force 
distribution is later introduced into the model in order to obtain a more 
generalized dynamic equation. We then obtain a relation for the deformation 
as a second order integro-partial differential equation in t. A theorem is next 
proved to show the existence of periodic solution of our resulting equation, 
thus generalizing the one-dimensional initial boundary problem treated by 
Sowunmi 16 1. 
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1. THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
a. Preliminaries 
Here, we shall be considering an earth model which is at rest with respect 
to some inertial frame of reference. It will be assumed that this earth model 
is made up of self-gravitating viscoelastic material occupying a finite, simply 
connected open region I’ in R3 with surface aK A point or material particle 
in this static equilibrium configuration will be denoted by its position vector 
x, measured in an inertial reference frame whose origin 0 coincides with the 
earth model’s centre of mass. The unit outward normal to av at the point x 
will be denoted by n(x). The mass density scalar field, gravitational potential 
scalar field and the initial static stress tensor field of the static equilibrium 
configuration will be denoted by p,,(x), &,(x), and T’(x), respectively. These 
fields are known to be related by Poisson’s equation, static equilibrium 
condition, and the traction-free surface boundary conditions, respectively, as 
follows: 
V’q$,(x) = 47@,(x), 
in V, 
(1.1) 
PO(X) V@,(x) = v * Tow, (1.2) 
n(x) . To(x) = 0 on av, (1.3) 
where G is the gravitational constant, V and V2 are the gradient and Laplace 
operators, respectively. 
We shall, first, formulate the constitutive relations which will eventually 
lead to the determination of the required governing equations for the 
viscoelastic earth model (see [ 1, p. 239-245; 3, pp. 50, 438-4431). The 
derivation and results are obtained using the infinitesimal theory of 
anisotropic viscoelasticity. 
b. The Constitutive Relations 
From empirical evidence (see [7, pp. 382-3861) the material of the earth 
can be regarded as viscoelastic. The constitutive relation for linearly 
viscoelastic materials as a subclass of simple materials has been worked out 
by Coleman and No11 [ 1, 91. Extra conditions will be stated to show how the 
constitutive relation follows from that of simple materials. The real line will 
be denoted by R, the nonnegative real line by R + and the positive real line 
by Rii. We shall first state the relevant definitions that lead to these con- 
ditions. 
DEFINITION 1.1. An influence function h of order r > 0 is a real-vaued 
function of a real variable with the following properties: 
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(i) h:R++R + + is continuous. 
(ii) For each (r > 0, there is a constant N,) independent of p, such that 
(1.4) 
Remark 1.1. The space of real symmetric tensors of order m is a 
Banach space if the norm / . ) is defined by ]A\ = Jw), where A is a 
second rank tensor and t, denotes the trace of a tensor. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Given the real Banach space X with norm 1 . 1, let .Y 
be a measurable function defined on the real line. 
Its history .It ’ is the function 
defined by 
,P(s) = .Tf (t - s). (1.5) 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let an influence function h be given. For a given 
number p, 1 <p ,< co, we define the ,Yh.,-norm of a history .V’ as 
IIgf Ilh”,p = !p Wl.Ws>l &)Y if l<p< co, 
(1.6) 
IIV h,a, = ess. y$ IWs)l 4) if p=m. 
DEFINITION 1.4. We say that the function q has generalized derivative of 
order n at s = 0 if 
‘$ = Fz q(s) and 
exist for k = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
We next take xh,p to be the function space of all histories .Y’ with the 
following properties: 
(i) .!Z” has a finite ,&,-norm, 
(ii) g’ has n generalized derivatives at s = 0, 
(iii) .Y” has a zero limit at s = 0, i.e., lim,,, g’(s) = 0, 
409;97!2 10 
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(iv) n,p and the order r of the influence function h satisfy the ine- 
quality 
1 
P ( 
1 
n<r-- -=Oifp= co 
P i 
(see [9, p. 3591). Note that xh,p cc&,p. 
DEFINITION 1.5. A function K, defined on a neighbourhood of 0 E xh.p 
and having values in .P is said to be n times Frechet-differentiable at 
’ E Xh,p if there are bounded homogeneous polynomials Jk8(q) of degree 
k = 0, l,..., n such that 
a(q) = z. ; ~“04) + llqll”~ Gl),
where lim,,,,,,, la(q)1 = 0, m-(q) = ts-(0). 
DEFINITION 1.6. A function K defined on a neighbourhood of zero of 
xh,p and having values in the space Y will be called a memory functional of 
type (h, n) if it is n times Frechet-differentiable at 0 E xhQp and if it is 
normalized by dog(q) = 0. 
By taking p = 2 in Definition 1.6 and m = 3 in Remark 1.1 we define the 
map 
where D, is the space of second rank symmetric tensors of dimension 3. 
By the principles of local action, determinism and objectivity, for each 
position x and time t, the general constitutive equation for a material can be 
shown to be given (see [ 1, p. 242; 8, p. 21 I]) by 
%(t) = RT(t) T(t) R(t) = “(Q’), (1.7) 
where R(t) is the rotation tensor, t(t) is the stress at time t, RT is the 
transpose of R, f’(t) is stress resulting from the effect of rotation on ‘f(t) (see 
[ 1, p. 242; 8, p. 2111) and 8’ is the kinematic history. 
From (1.7), we get Nell’s reduced form as 
-- 
%(t) = .P(c:; C(t)), (1.8) 
where C(t) is the right Cauchy-Green tensor, Ci is the right relative 
Cauchy-Green tensor, 
c,(r) = R’(t) C,(r) R(t). (1.9) 
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Equation (1.8) can be rewritten in a form expressing the right-hand side as 
the sum of an equilibrium term f(C(t)) and the term which vanishes when 
the material is at rest, i.e., for which C,(r) = Z for r < t. Z is an idempotent. 
Thus 
-- ?(t) =f(C(t)> + qc: - 1; C(t)), 
.P(O; C(t)) = 0. (1.10) 
We now state the extra conditions by which the constitutive relation for 
linear viscoelasticity follows from that of simple materials. These are: 
(i) The existence of an influence function h(s) of order r > 4 such 
that for each value of the tensor parameter C, the functional .F of the 
constitutive equation (1.10) is Frechet-differentiable at the zero history in the 
space xh,Z corresponding to h(s); 
(ii) The Frechet-differentiability of .p postulated in (i) is uniform in 
the tensor parameter C; 
(iii) The tensor function f of C(t) from D, to D, in (1.10) is 
continuously differentiable. 
These conditions will be made use of in the subsequent analysis. 
Put M = C: - I. From the Frechet-differentiability of .p at the zero 
history, we get that 
Y-(M; C) = 67(M; C) + R(M; C), 
where 6.7 is the Frechet-differential of .p at the zero history and 
lim,,4,+o IlMII-’ IR(M; C) = 0. Furthermore, the elements of D, shall be iden- 
tified in a one to one manner with elements in R’. The linear map 6.p 
defines uniquely 
- 
8.q : xh z x D, + R ‘, linear on xh,Z for each i = l,..., 6, 
such that 6y(M; C) = (@,(M; C), &y,(M; C),..., 6Th(M; C)). By the Riesz 
representation theorem 
where gi : D, --$ xhqZ. From the definition of inner product in xh,* (see (1.6)), 
we have 
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where i = 1 ,...,6, ri(*,*)(*} :R’XD,+R’ given by r,(*,*)(*)=(h(~))~ 
t,(*gi(C)(*)). Put I- = (I-, , Tz ,..., Ts); therefore, 
6Y(M; C) = JoW ds r(s; C){M(s)), (1.11) 
where T(s; C) for each s and each C is a linear transformation of the space 
of symmetric tensors into itself. Thus %(t) can be rewritten as 
%(t> =f(C(t)) + Jal ds qs; C(t)){M(s)} + wf, C(f)>. (1.12) 
0 
As shown by Coleman and No11 [ 1, p. 2421, 
C = Z + 2E + O(E’), 
R = Z + W + O(s2), 
RT = Z - W + O(E’), 
C,(T) = Z + 2@(z) - E(t)) + O(E'), 
where E = sup., 1 H(r)l, H = F -Z, F is the deformation gradient of the 
particle at time 7, E, and W are, respectively, the infinitesimal strain and 
rotation tensors given as 
E=f(H+HT) and W = +(H - HT) 
From (1.9) and the definition of M, we get 
M(s) = 2{E(t - s) - E(t)} + O(E’). 
By substituting this representation in the second term of the right-hand side 
of (1.12) we get 
irn r(s; C(t))(M(s)} ds = 2 I”) Z-(s; C){E(t - s) - E(r)} ds + O(E’). 
0 0 
Define @(s; C) = -2 IF r(<; C) d<, 
g @(s, C) = 2qs; C). 
Thus 
2 irn r(s; C){E(t - s) - E(t)} ds = @(O) E(t) + jam $ Q(s) E(t - s) ds, 
0 
(1.13) 
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where lim,,, Q(s) = 0. Using the extra condition (iii) and the expression for 
C above, the equilibrium termf(C(t)) can be rewritten as 
f(W) = To + L{E(t)} + O(E'), 
where the linear transformation L (a } of the space of symmetric tensors is the 
gradient of the tensor function f(C(t)) at C = Z and To =f(Z) is the residual 
stress. Thus we can rewrite (1.12) as 
*(t) = To + (L + Q(O)) E(t) + jam $ Q(s) E(t - s) ds + O(E’). 
From the definition of T(t), W and expressions for R and RT, we obtain the 
following expression for the stress T(t): 
T(t) = To + WT” - To W + (L +- Q(O)) E(t) 
t ib” $ Q(s) E(t - s) ds t O(E’). (1.14) 
Neglecting O(E’) and putting H(t) = VU(t), (d/ds) Q(s) = K(s) and 
T(t) - To = T(t) in (1.14), the constitutive relation of our material becomes 
T(t) = WT” - To W + (L + Q(O)) E(t) t 1’ K(t - r) E(t) dt. (1.15) 
-m 
From the linearity of {L + Q(O)} E(t) in the strain E(t), LE(t) + Q(O) E(t) 
can be represented in tensor notation as Bijk,Ek, t Dijk,Ek,. 
By virtue of the symmetry of E,,, the Bijk, and Dijk, also satisfy the 
symmetry relations 
Bijkr = Bjikl= Bij,k 3 
Dijk, = Djik, = Dijlk. 
Put Tij = Cijk, U/,, + JLm Kijk,(t - r) U,,,(r) dr in (1.15) which on 
simplification gives 
and as pointed out by Dahlen [ 10, p. 3611, Aijk, can be defined by 
Bijkl = A ijkl + f <r”,l 6ij - 7”j 6kl) 
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therefore, 
where 6, is the Kronecker delta. 
c. The Equation of Motion 
Referred to the current configuration, the dynamic equation governing the 
displacement of any nonpolar continuum is 
Tij,j + phi = pii,, (1.16) 
where phi is the net body force per unit volume acting at the location r at 
time t, Tij is the stress tensor, iJi is the displacement vector and 
iii = (d*/dt*) Ui. 
This net force can be decomposed into two forces, pb,? and pb,?*, where 
pb,? is the externally applied time-dependent body force, and pb,** is the 
force field due to self-gravitation. This time-dependent body force arises from 
the gravity field generated by bodies external to the continuum. The force 
field due to self-gravitation is the force due to the mass and gravitational 
acceleration of the body. 
The continuity equation, derivable from the conservation of mass, is 
z+v. @v)=O, 
where p is the density at time t and v is the velocity of the material. 
Equation (1.17) can be rewritten as 
dl 
z = J div i, 
(1.17) 
(1.18) 
where J=ldetF/ and F=I+H. Thus we get 
p(r) J = P&I. (1.19) 
Put p(r) = pO(r) + pl(r, t) and r = x + U, where p, is the incremental density. 
Now 
J = det F = det(1 + H) = 1 + tr(H) + +. 
=1+v*u+**. 
(see [15, P. 58]), where tr denotes the trace of a matrix. Note that 
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det(l+cF,)= 1 +etr(F,)+~s2{(trF,)2-trF~}+s3detF,. But &,(r)= 
p,,(x + U) = pO(x) + U . VP,,(X) + .-a therefore, 
@o(x) + u . VP,(X) +p,(x, t>)(l + v . u + ...I =po(x>. 
Equating first order terms in H, we get 
u . VP&> + p,(x, t) + POP * U) = 0, 
i.e., 
P,(X, 4 = --v . @oU). 
The initial gravitational potential #,,, with reference to the initial 
configuration satisfies the Poisson equation 
V2#,, = 4nGp,(x). 
By writing the gravitational potential d in terms of the initial and incremental 
part, we have 
$=h+h. (1.20) 
Substituting (1.20) in the Poisson equation, we have 
V’M, + 9,) = 4xG@, + PJ 
Thus we get V2$, = 47~Gp,. 
The external time-dependent body force can be written, in terms of the 
incremental potential, as 
pb,? = -p,,V@,. 
But 
b,? * = b;(r) - b;(x) = b;(x + U) - b;(x) 
= U . Vb;(x) + +U . (U . VVb;(x)) + ... . 
By considering only the first order terms in H, we get bjr* = 
U . Vb;(x) + . . . . From the Newtonian theory of attraction, by(x) is 
expressible as 
b?(x) = +o,i 9 
therefore, 
Pb.T * = -PO uj#o,ij, 
450 
and therefore, 
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phi = -PO uj4o,ij - Po4l.i. 
Hence, Eq. (1.16) becomes 
Thus the governing equations are 
Tij = Cijk,(X) U,,,(X> t> + 1’ Kijk,(XT t - 7) U,,,(X, 5) dry 
-cc 
#l,ii = ~zGP, 3 
Pl = @O ui),i, 
PO iii = -Po’j#o,ij - Po#l,i + Tij,j, 
with the following boundary conditions: 
nj T, = 0, 
4,’ = 0, 
nj~,,j+4nGponjUj~‘=0. 
(1.21) 
(1.22) 
(1.23) 
2. THE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM 
In this section, we shall first subject the governing equations (1.22) to 
oscillatory displacement and forced oscillations due to the body force to 
obtain an eigenvalue problem whose solutions are the viscoelastic- 
gravitational displacement eigenfunctions U(x) with associated eigenfre- 
quencies o. By taking the inner product of this viscoelastic-gravitational 
normal mode equations with another arbitrary eigenfunctions U’(x), we were 
able to show that the previous conditions (i.e., the orthogonality of the 
displacement eigenfunctions and CO* assuming a real value) obtained by 
Dahlen and Smith [2, p. 5891 no longer holds. 
Thereafter, the governing equation (1.22) is again subjected to some tran- 
sient force distribution in order to obtain a more generalized dynamic 
equation. By using the Helmholtz theorem and by comparison with 
equations of hydrodynamics, the relation for the deformation was then 
obtained in the form of second order integro-partial differential equations 
in t. 
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We shall now consider only those deformations which are periodic in time 
with a fixed angular frequency w and thus we write 
U(x, t) = U(x) e’“‘, 41(x, t) = +4,(x) e’“‘. (2.1) 
By substituting (2.1) in (1.22), we obtain the time-independent field 
equations 
~ow*W) =~oV$,(x) + A,%> . VV#, - V - T, 
V2gi,(x) = 47@,, 
P,(X) = --v . @oW)), (2.2) 
T = C : VU(x) + ja K(x, s) : VU(x) ePiws ds, 
0 
subject to the boundary conditions (1.23). By taking the dot product of the 
complex conjugate of (2.2) with another displacement function U’(x), we get 
U’ . @ow*2U*) = U’ . @oV#;r) + U’ . QoU* . VV#,) - U’ . (V . T”), 
I 
dV[U’ - (pow dV(U’ . @oV#::)] 
V 
**U*)] - .I‘ 
V 
- !’ dV[U’ . @,,U* . VV#,)] + i dV]U’ . (V . T”)] = 0. 
V V 
But 1, dV(T* . VU’) = - I, dV[U’ s (V I T*)] + Jar, dAn . (U’ . T*) (see 
111, P. 130]), h w ere n is the outward unit normal to the surface 8V and dA is 
the surface element, therefore, 
co**/ 
V 
dV[U’ .poU*] -i 
V 
dV[p,U’ . Vq5:] -j. dV[p,U’ . (U* . VV#,)] 
c 
- 
I 
dV(T* : Vu”) + 
V I 
dh - (U’.T*)=O. 
i3V 
By using (1.23), we get I,, dAn . (U’ . T*) = 0, therefore, 
co**/ dV[p,U’ . V#:] 
V 
dV[p,U’ . U*] -1 
V 
- i dV[p,U’ . (U* . VV#,)] -1 
dV(T* : VU’) = 0. 
V V 
(2.3) 
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Now V . (&p,U*) = V$; . &,U*) + r&V . &U*), V . (#;V4;) = V& . 
V#,* + #;V’$T. By Gauss’ theorem, we get 
j dh * bo,u*) = j wv4; . @ou*) + 4;v * @ou*)l, 
8V V 
o= 1 dAn a 4; 8V &v: +&iu* 
= 
j L 
dV 
V 
V$; . &U*) +& V& -vqi: . 
J 
The sum of (2.3) and (2.4) gives 
(2.4) 
co*= j dV[p,U’ . U”] - j dV poU' . V$:: +&,VQ; - U* 
V V 
+poU' . (u*. vv),)+& v#; . V$F = 1 J dV[T* . VU’]. (2.5) V 
Define the following bilinear forms: 
E(U’, U) = j dV[p,U’ . U*], 
V 
E,(U’, U) = j dV[C : VU’ . VU*], 
V 
E,(U’, U) = j dV 
V L 
jo’ d&(x, s) .L+“~VU* . VU’] , 
G,(U’, U) = j 
V 
dV [p&J . V#: +pOV@; . U* 
+ poU’ . (u* . vv&J + 
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Thus we can rewrite (2.5) in the form 
w**E(U’, U) - G,(U’, U) - E,(U’, U) - E,(U’, U) = 0. (2.6) 
Similarly 
w;*E(U, U’) - G,(U, U’) - E,(U, U’) - E,(U, u’) = 0. 
DEFINITION, A functional A?(U, U’) is said to be Hermitian if 
.iip(U, U’) = CS*(U’, U), where .S* denotes the complex conjugate of 3. It 
is easy to see that E(U’, U), E,(U’, U), and G,(U’, U) are Hermitian but 
E,(U, U’) is not. 
For U’ = U, we get 
w**E(U, U) - G,(U, U) - E,(U, U) - E,(U, U) = 0. (2.7) 
Complex conjugation of (2.7) gives 
w*E*(U, U) - G:(U, U) - E,*(U, U) - E;(U, U) = 0. 
By using the above Hermitian property, we get 
w*E(U, U) - G,(U, U) - E,(U, U) - E,*(U, U) = 0. 
Subtracting (2.7) from (2.6), we get 
(QJ ** - 02) E&J, U) - E,(U, U) + E,*(U, U) = 0. 
(2.8) 
Similarly 
(0 ** - co:> E(U’, U) - E,(U’, U) + zq(U, U’) = 0. (2.9) 
Application of Transient Force. We shall now subject our original 
equation (1.22) to an imposed transient force. 
Let the imposed body force be a(x, t) and its variation be of finite duration 
T and that at t = T, a(x, t) assumes a final value a(x) which may be different 
from zero. Thus 
a(x, t) = a(x, t) for t < T, 
= a(x) for t > T. (2.10) 
It will be assumed that this force distribution exerts neither a net force nor 
a net torque on the earth model; i.e., 
J dV[p,(x) a@, t>l = 0, J dQ,(x) x A a(x, t)] = 0, (2.11) V V 
where A denotes the vector cross product. 
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The constraints (2.1 l), though they hold for all time t, will always be 
satisfied whenever a(x, t) represents a physically realizable force distribution 
which is wholly internal to the earth; for example, in the case of an earth- 
quake. Thus the dynamical equations (1.22) now become 
Poij=-~o~#,--PoU.VV~,+V.T+p,a, 
v*qi, = 4nGp,, 
p1 =--v * @oU), (2.12) 
T=C:VU+ 
.c 
* &K(x,t-r):VU(r), 
-cc 
together with the conditions (1.23). 
Our next concern is to rewrite (2.12) as a second order integral equation 
in t. 
Now V’$, = -47rGV . bOU), i.e., V a (V$, + 47rGp,U) = 0. By means of 
Helmholtz theorem, we get V+$, + 4nGp,U = V A A. By putting V . x = 0, 
we get that A = V A & therefore, 
V#, + 4nGp,U = V A (V A B). 
From equations of hydrodynamics, we know that the solution to an incom- 
pressible viscous fluid satisfying the equation 
v.o=o 
has the solution given as (see [ 12, p. 144]), 
&V(V.G)-v*G=vA(vAG) 
provided V46 = 0. Thus, by comparison with our problem, we have 
V#, = -47rGp,U + V A (V A B) (2.13) 
provided V4B = 0. From (2.12) and (2.13), we get our integral equation for 
the deformation as 
/I$ - po(V2&J u + P,U . VVh 
-v- lc:vu+f_ &K(x,t-r):VU(x,r) 
where f=a-V A(V AB). 
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3. THE EXISTENCE 0~ A PERIODIC SOLUTION 
In dealing with problem (2.14), we first state some relevant definitions of 
the function spaces to be used. The procedure for obtaining the existence of 
the periodic solution is shown below. 
We shall be concerned with a fixed bounded domain D of the three- 
dimensional Euclidean space R3 with boundary 8D. In addition, we shall 
also introduce a variety of Hilbert spaces. It will also be assumed that the 
degree of smoothness of the surfaces is sufficient for the boundary conditions 
to be satisfied there. All our functions are assumed to be real valued, 
measurable and locally summable in the sense of Lebesque. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The space L,(D) is the space of functions whose pth 
power is Lebesque-summable on D, p > 1. The norm in this space is defined 
by the integral 
DEFINITION 3.2. The Sobolev space W;(D) is the space of summable 
functions, all of whose generalized derivatives up to and including order I are 
summable to the pth power on D. A norm in W;(D) is given as 
II U/I w;(D) =
where a = (a1 , a2, a3) whose components are integers, la 1 = a, + a2 + a3 
and 
DEFINITION 3.3. @(D) is the subspace of the space W:(D) which has 
as a dense subset the set of all infinitely differentiable functions with 
compact support in D. 
Note. 
Thus 
L,(D) sf bWW3, W;(D) = { W;(D)}3. 
456 
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u = v-f,, u,, U,) and lU(‘%‘( c u:). 
i=l 
We now define the norm on WjL: as 
The inner product between two functions X and Y in WI: is defined by 
PLY> ‘1 W,(D) = I 
dx(VX ’ VY *), (3.1) 
D 
where Y * denotes the complex conjugate of Y. The following inequalities 
will prove useful: 
0) IlUll L,(D)< c, ii"tI~(D,~ CO is a constant dependent on D, 
00 IlUll L,(D) G 11’ iI W;(D) 9 
ciii) IIvuIib(D) < Ii"ilW;(D)- 
Let H = ((x, t) E R 3 x R ’ I x E D, t E R + }. In this problem, we take 
*i(D) to be the Sobolev space obtained by completing in the W:(D)-norm, 
the set of complex-vector-valued C” functions on D having compact support 
in D. The norm on W:(D) is defined as 
IIwv;= j ww* + /W2). 
D 
We shall make use of Bochner integral which is a generalization of 
Lebesque integral for vector-valued functions. 
Let Z be a complex-vector-valued function of (x, t) defined on D X R +, of 
period 1 in t, having the property that Z : t -+ Z(., t) E q;(D) and is Bochner 
measurable on a unit interval of R ‘. 
Consider the Hilbert space @i(R ‘; *i(D)) of such functions Z which 
together with Z, are square summable on a unit interval in R ’ in the 
Bochner sense. Define 
lIwv;= j; dtlllZ(*, NV; + II&(-, #q}, 
where 
llZ(-, Oll&= jD dx I=(-, t)l*. 
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We denote by C, the set of complex-vector-valued functions. By Young’s 
theorem for convolutions and Bullen’s [ 131 approach on constitutive 
relations, we take our kernel K in the form 
IWI <Was, a > 0, p is a constant. 
Suppose U of (2.14) is complex-vector-valued and periodic with period 1 
(say) in t. The case of an arbitrary period can be similarly treated. If 
U E \ii;(R +; W:(D)) is the generalized solution of (2.14), then given a test 
function Y E \ijri(R + ; W:(D)), we obtain 
jDj; dxdt I-pout. Y,* -po(V2$,)U - Y* +Po(U * VV#,) * y* 
-(v. [c:vu+ilra dz K(x, t - r) : vU(x, r) 
II 
I = dx d&f. Y”, 
D 0 
where 
dx dtpo U,, . Y*= PoU,.Y*lb-j’dt~oUi.Y: 
0 I 
=--- dx dtp,U, . Y;. 
Let the following functions have the Fourier series representations: 
U(x, t) = 5 eznin’tqn(x), 
n=-CC 
Y(x, t) = e2nimt*(x), 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
f(x, t) = 5 e2=int$,(x), 
n=-cc 
where m is an arbitrary integer and n = 0, fl, *2,.... The following 
assumptions will be made: 
0) IlfllL2~D~ < *, 
(ii> +&> E L,(D) and C,“=-, n2 llOn(~>ll~~D, < 0, 
(iii) P(x), w,(x) E W;(D). 
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Substituting (3.3) in (3.2), we get 
II 
1 
dx dt F {4z2p0nmyn * P* +pop2&J\Vn. ** -po(yn. 00&J. ** 
D 0 n=--00 
+ po+m * %‘* + V . [(C : VW,) a %‘* + (K, : VW,,,). ?*I} e21ri(“Pm)’ = 0, 
(3.4) 
where K, = ir dre-2”‘“‘K(t). 
We state a further assumption 
where c, , for all m, is bounded below by a nonzero constant greater than 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let conditions (i)-(iv) hold. If the complex-vector valued 
solution U(x, t) of (2.14) is periodic with period 1 (say) in t, then the Fourier 
series representation for U converges in wi(R + ; @‘i(D)). 
ProoJ: Let U be periodic with period 1 (say) in t. By virtue of the above 
representations, the boundary condition (1.23) now becomes 
n . ((C + K,) : VW,) = 0. 
But from [ 11, p. 1301, we get that 
(V.T)+V=V.(T.V)-T:VV, 
j 
D 
dx{(V . T) . V) = j dx{V . (T . V)} - j dx(T : VV) 
D D 
=j 
8D 
dAn(T.V)-j dx(T:VV); 
D 
therefore, 
I dxV* (((C+K,):VtQ+*} D 
=- j 
D 
dx{(C + K,) : VW,,,} . V%* + jaD dAn . {((C, + K,) : VW,) . **}. 
Thus we put %’ = w,,, in Eq. (3.4), to get 
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Equating the imaginary parts and using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we 
get 
By means of the inequality, 
IblItz GPUO’ 114l?v:(D, 
(see [ 14, p. 1 l]), we have that 
Applying Young’s inequality, we obtain 
c, Ilw,lI&.q G tP,“* llPolla3 e* llhnllt,(o~ + c-* lI\Ymlliv:~D,)* 
Thus 
(cm - 4e-* lIPollaoPo1’2) IIWmlliqcD, G w’2~2 IIPollcc Il4%&0~. 
Choose c2 = i I(P~I(~~;“*(c~ - l)-‘, where c, > 1 for all m 
ll%&LJ, < (1 IIPollmPruo”2>2 (cm - I>-’ llbnll~(DP 
therefore, II w, llt:cD,/ll 4, II Loj . <K, (say), (3.5) where K, is a positive 
constant (3.5). Thus C,“=-, m* ll~,,ll&,) <K, C,$Lm m2 lI+,ll’,,,, < co 
and from (3.5), Cm”=-c lI~~ll&,, < ~0, 
II u llk:(R t;w:(D)) 
= .i o’ df{llU(., ~)/1~;~:(0, + tlU,(., #i,;l 
= ‘dt 
f 11 -0 D 
dx IVUl’ + j” dx IVU,/* 
D 1 
<l’drjudx 5 JVvm(x)/* +l: dllDdx f 4;rr2m2 lVw,(x>l’ 
m=--00 m: -cc 
<q 1 dx I Vy,(x)l’ + 
,,,=--a D 
F 1 dx 4&n* I Vv,,,(x)l* 
,,,-m D 
< ,f Ibk&i$(D) + 4n2 5 m2 /hmlk;(D) < *’ 
*=-CC m=-cc 
Hence, the Fourier series representation for U converges in %irJ(R + ; 6’:(D)). 
409/91/2-I I 
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4. APPLICATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Equation (2.8), known as the equipartition equation, is useful in various 
ways. One of such uses is the investigation of the mechanical stability of the 
nonrotating model. By putting E(U, U) = CZ,,, E,(U, U) = a,, G,(U, U) = a,, 
and Ef(U, U) =f(sin o, cos w) in (2.8), where ai E R ’ and w is complex, 
we have that 
aoo2 -f(sin 0, cos 0) = CI, + a, = b, (say). (4.1) 
This equation can then be solved for w. Thus every w of a nonrotating 
viscoelastic earth model satisfies (4.1). In addition, the sufficient condition 
for the oscillations to die out is that w must have a positive imaginary part. 
This is in contrast to the case of a nonrotating elastic earth model (see 
Dahlen and Smith [2]) in which o* must be real. The stability of the system 
is determined by the nature of the characteristic solutions and these solutions 
depend on the sign of the imaginary part. 
This equation can also be interpreted as Rayleigh’s variational principle 
governing the small oscillations of an arbitrary mechanical system. 
At a future date, if data from geophysical studies of the earth’s motion 
could be obtained, then one may decide to test the practicability of these 
solutions and their direct relevance to approximating the earth to a 
viscoelastic solid. Also, the above analysis has been extended to a rotating 
earth model by the author. 
5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have been able to establish a general theoretical 
framework for examining the response of this viscoelastic earth model to 
transient effects. First, we obtained the governing equations via the 
infinitesimal theory of linear viscoelasticity. Then we observed that the 
resulting displacement eigenfunctions were no longer mutually orthogonal 
(see [2]) and thus cannot be considered jointly when seeking to determine 
the response to an imposed body force distribution. Although we have not 
discussed the complications that might arise from the presence of a fluid 
outer core or surlicial oceans, we believe that our results could be applied to 
these cases. For example, it is well known that any nonrotating earth with a 
stably stratified fluid outer core can support not only an infinite suite of 
exactly zero-frequency modes corresponding to dilationless fluid flow along 
equipotential surface, but also a similarly infinite suite of very low frequency 
modes corresponding to internal buoyancy or gravity wave motions which 
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will be essentially confined to the fluid core. We have also shown the 
periodic solution via Theorem 1 and its convergent properties. 
It can be shown that the resulting eigensolution can be interpreted to give 
the normal modes of oscillation of a nonrotating model since these can be 
composed of in-phase generalized standing waves. 
Finally, since lIp,-lloo # 0, the results in the foregoing analysis are valid for 
the steady or quasi-static state 
u,, = 0. (5.1) 
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